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Abstract
Diffusion Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DWMRI) and tractography approaches are the only tools that
can be utilized to estimate structural connections between
different brain areas, non-invasively and in-vivo. A first step
that is commonly utilized in these techniques includes the
estimation of the underlying fibre orientations and their uncertainty in each voxel of the image. A popular method to
achieve that is implemented in the FSL software, provided
by the FMRIB Centre at University of Oxford, and is based
on a Bayesian inference framework. Despite its popularity, the approach has high computational demands, taking
normally more than 24 hours for analyzing a single subject.
In this paper, we present a GPU-optimized version of the
FSL tool that estimates fibre orientations. We report up to
85x of speed-up factor between the GPU and its sequential
counterpart CPU-based version.

1. Introduction
The brain is one of the most complex biological systems. It is comprised of billions of inter-connected processing units called neurons. Information between neurons is
transferred by processes called axons, which conduct electrical impulses away from neurons’ cell bodies. Axons are
usually bundled together and form coherent structures or fibre tracts, that mediate information flow between different
brain regions and are very important for brain’s function.

Many neurological diseases are associated with the interruption and damage of fibre tracts.
Traditional neuroimaging techniques do not provide
enough information about such structural connections between brain regions. However, with the advent of DiffusionWeighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DW-MRI) [11]
and variants, such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) [2],
estimation of fibre tracts has become feasible.
DW-MRI is sensitive to the diffusion motions of water molecules, whose features vary throughout the different brain tissues; white matter, which mostly comprises
of axons, gray matter, which contains mainly cell bodies
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)-filled regions. Particularly
in white matter, water diffuses preferably along rather than
across the axons [4]. By applying strong magnetic field gradients in several and different directions, it is possible to
map these preferred diffusion orientations (PDOs) in each
image volume element (or voxel). PDOs are commonly
assumed to give local fibre orientation estimates, i.e. the
major axon orientations within an image voxel [15]. Using tractography approaches, PDOs can then be utilized to
reconstruct the underlying fibre tracts [3]. Tractography is
currently the only tool that allows the study of structural
connections in the brain, non-invasively and in-vivo [10].
Various model-based and model-free approaches have
been suggested to estimate the PDOs [17]. A popular approach that also takes care of within-voxel fibre crossings,
a common problem in tractography, is the ball & stick
model [5, 6]. The approach has been implemented in the
FSL software (developed by the FMRIB centre at the Uni-

versity of Oxford) [18] and the respective tool is called Bedpost. Bedpost application estimates the PDOs, as well as
their uncertainty given the data, using a Bayesian inference
framework. Despite its popularity, its main drawback is the
long computation time, since depending on the parameters
of the MRI sequence, the analysis of a single subject can
take more than 24 hours on a CPU.
Modern Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are massively parallel processors that are capable of supporting
thousands of threads running in parallel, reaching theoretical peak performance up to a TeraFLOP (1012 Floating
Point operations per second). Many general purpose applications have been successfully ported to these platforms,
obtaining considerable accelerations [7, 8].
In this paper, we discuss the parallelization of the Bedpost application on NVIDIA GPUs by using the CUDA
programming model [12]. We identify two main stages in
this application that are studied separately. The first is the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which is designed by using a data-parallelism approach. The second is the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm in which several
techniques are proposed to increase the parallelism, and
also avoiding long-stall warp serialization. These implementations provide us a speed-up factors of 127x and 56x
for the Levenberg-Marquardt and the MCMC algorithms respectively, and an overall speed-up factor of the Bedpost
application reaching up to 85x compared to the sequential
counterpart version.

2. Diffusion-Weighted MRI and the ball &
stick model
Water molecules are in constant random motion known
as diffusion, which is solely driven by thermal energy. Diffusion in the brain is interesting because the presence of tissue microstructures hinders these motions. In white matter,
this hindrance is systematic, due to the presence of axonal
membranes and myelin sheaths [4] and there is a preference for diffusion towards a particular direction along the
main axon orientation. Such a diffusion profile is called
anisotropic. On the contrary, there is no systematic structure in gray matter or CSF-filled regions. Diffusion appears
to be equally likely towards all directions and the profile
is called isotropic. In the anisotropic regions, the Preferred
Diffusion Orientation (PDO) has a biophysical meaning and
provides an estimate for the main orientation of the underlying axons. These estimates are utilized by tractography
approaches to reconstruct long-range fibre tracts.
To estimate the PDOs a set of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance images are needed. Each DW image has a
contrast that depends on diffusion motions along a specific
direction, the direction of an applied diffusion-sensitizing
magnetic field gradient [19]. Many DW images are com-

monly acquired along K different directions to effectively
sample the signal on a unit sphere domain. The ball & stick
model explains this signal in each voxel of the brain volume, using a multi-compartment decomposition. It assumes
a fully isotropic compartment (the ball) and L ≥ 1 perfectly
anisotropic compartments (the sticks). The orientations of
these sticks provide the PDOs in a voxel.
Equation 1 shows the signal model when each of the k =
1 : K gradient directions is applied [5, 6]:
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S0 is a baseline signal measured without any diffusion
weighting; bk depends on the magnitude and duration of the
k th diffusion-sensitizing gradient, gk indicates the direction
of this gradient, d is the diffusivity, and finally fj ∈ [0, 1]
and vj describe the volume fraction and orientation of the
j th stick, with:

T
vj = sin(θj ) cos(ϕj ) sin(θj ) sin(ϕj ) cos(θj )
(2)
and θj ∈ [0, π] and ϕj ∈ [0, 2π]. Equation 1 also contains
an error term e that represents noise and can be assumed to
follow a zero-mean Normal distribution.
Bedpost application inverts the above model using a
Bayesian framework. Equation 1 can be used to obtain the
likelihood, the conditional distribution of the data Sk given
the model parameters. Bayes theorem allows us to calculate the posterior probability of the parameters given the
data P (parameters | data) [5]. Thus a distribution is estimated for each of the model parameters S0 , d, θj , ϕj and fj ,
j = 1 : L. This is performed using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm [1], which is initialized using a
Levenberg-Marquardt fit of the model to the data [16].

3. Description of the Bedpost application
The input of the Bedpost application is a brain’s image
of a given subject. This image is composed of several slices
that may have different sizes depending on the area of the
brain that they represent. Moreover, these slices are composed of several voxels, which are processed sequentially
on the CPU (see Figure 1).
Algorithm 1 summarizes the sequential steps of this
application: (1) An initial estimation of the parameters
through Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and (2) the estimation of the posterior distribution of the model parameters given the data through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm.

Figure 1. A sequential thread computing M ∗
N voxels of a slice.
Algorithm 1 The sequential pseudo-code of Bedpost
1: for all slice do
2:
for all voxel do
3:
LevenbergM arquardt()
4:
M CM C()
5:
end for
6: end for
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is based on an iterative optimization procedure that minimizes the sum of
squared model residuals. This method applies several matrix operations, with the inverse matrix operation being the
most time consuming part. The matrices have a size that
depends on the number of parameters to be estimated.
The MCMC algorithm takes as input the values calculated in the Levenberg-Marquardt step. The algorithm then
proposes in an iterative fashion random values for each parameter to be estimated, drawn from Normal proposal distributions. Actually, two random numbers are generated for
each parameter at each iteration of the MCMC algorithm,
one drawn from a uniform and one from a normal distribution. It is worth noticing the computational cost of this
random generation as hundreds of millions of random numbers need to be generated. The proposed parameter values
are accepted or rejected depending on a Metropolis acceptance criterion that utilizes the respective posterior probability values.

4. Parallel design of the Bedpost application in
CUDA
A first alternative for a parallel design of Bedpost application is motivated by the parallel nature of processing
all slices. This is the philosophy followed by the FSL developers [18]. They run each slice independently by using several different processors on a large cluster using
the SunGridEngine software application [9]. This design,
however, is based on task parallelism, and thus it involves

heavy tasks assigned to each processor. The task-based parallelism is not theoretically well-suited for the GPU programming, where a data-based approach can lead to better
performance, taking advantage of the thousands of lightweight threads that can run in parallel (for more details
about CUDA programming model refer to [12])
Our data-based parallelism approach for this problem is
obtained by thinking about how data can be partitioned.
As previously mentioned, each slice is composed of many
voxels, and those voxels can be processed independently.
Therefore, a CUDA kernel processes all voxels within a
slice in parallel.
Four different kernels run sequentially, with parallelization occuring within each kernel (see Algorithm 2). The
first CUDA kernel performs the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This kernel follows the design previously commented, mapping each CUDA thread to a voxel, and having
as many threads as voxels contained in a particular slice.
Each thread estimates the initial values of all model parameters for each voxel.
Algorithm 2 CUDA Design of the Bedpost application.
1: for all slice do
2:
bloqs := voxels/blockSize1
3:
levenbergKernel(bloqs, blockSize1)
4:
genNumsKernel(bloqs, blockSize1)
5:
adjustNumsKernel(bloqs, blockSize1)
6:
bloqs := (voxels ∗ K)/blockSize2
7:
mcmcKernel(bloqs, blockSize2)
8: end for
The other three CUDA kernels implement the MCMC
step. The first one (genNumsKernel in the Algorithm 2) is
responsible for the generation of random numbers. This is
a critical issue for performance as the algorithm needs to
generate many random numbers from a pseudo-random sequence. We decided to pre-calculate those random numbers in an homogenous separate kernel instead of having
a coarse-grained kernel with a heterogeneous set of instructions. Random numbers are generated by using the
CURAND library [14]. After their generation, the pseudorandom numbers are adjusted in the second kernel (adjustNumsKernel in the Algorithm 2) to a uniform and normal
distribution as global synchronization is required. Both previous kernels follow the design described above.
Finally, the last kernel implements the MCMC computation (mcmcKernel in the Algorithm 2). The design of
this kernel is a bit different from the previous ones. Many
signal evaluations must be performed for each voxel, concretely as many evaluations as gradient directions are applied. In order to obtain light-weight threads, we decide that
each thread models a predicted signal for a single diffusionsensitizing direction k. This increases the parallelism by

 

having #voxels × k threads, and thus the work can be
distributed among them. Moreover, voxels are equally distributed among CUDA thread-blocks, according to the number of gradient directions (see Figure 2).







 

 



 



   


























 







 




























 








Figure 2. M ∗N ∗K threads running in parallel
for the processing of M ∗N voxels of a slice with
K gradient directions, grouped into X blocks
of size Y , where Y is a multiple of K.

5. Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates all kernels previously explained
for the Bedpost application on GPUs. Intel-based host machine provide service to a GPU system based on an Nvidia
Tesla C2050 [13]. The main processor of this machine is
an Intel Xeon E5620 2.40GHz and 4GB of main memory
where the sequential experiments were developed on. Finally, we used for our tests the 4.0 CUDA version and gcc
4.4.3 with option -03 enable.
The input data for the Bedpost application, i.e. the number of slices, voxels, and diffusion gradients is determined
by the acquisition protocol during imaging. We vary the
number of parameters to be estimated in the range of eight
to fourteen.
Figure 3 shows a performance comparison between CPU
and GPU when executing Levenberg-Marquardt varying the
number of parameters modeled and images size. Figure 3
shows a performance gain proportional to the number of
voxels, as a major number of threads run concurrently on the
GPU. For eight parameters configuration, we report up to
20x speed-up factor, and up to 56x for fourteen parameters
compared to the sequential counterpart version.
The generation of pseudorandom number is a critical issue in the performance of the Bedpost application. The
CPU version uses the rand() function that belongs to the
C++ library CSTDLIB of C++, while the GPU version uses
the CURAND library from NVIDIA. We report up to 140x
speed-up factor when up to 380 million of pseudo-random
numbers are generated in parallel.

Figure 3. CPU and GPU execution times (in
log scale) running Levenberg-Marquardt with
8 and 14 parameters.

Moreover, an extra 14x performance gain is achieved by
generating the normal and uniform distribution of pseudorandom numbers on the GPU.
For the MCMC algorithm we vary the number of iterations and also the parameters to be modeled by using two
and four fibres. In this case, the GPU defeats by a wide
margin the CPU reaching up to 127x speed-up factor.
Finally Figure 4 shows the performance evaluation in
CPU, CPU with four cores using the SGE software, and in
GPU, for the Bedpost application with a image dimensions
of 128x128x47 with 35 gradient directions, two and four fibres modelled and varying the number of MCMC iterations.
The maximum speedup obtained is up to 85X comparing a
core of CPU with GPU, and 18X comparing four cores of
CPU with GPU.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
The brain is one of the most complex biological systems,
and a proper understanding of its function is still a challenge
in the scientific community. Our role as computer scientist
is to provide efficient tools to help experts in these areas.
FSL help to understand structural connections between regions within the brain. However the analysis of a single
subject may take up to 24 hours.
In this paper, we contribute with the GPU paralelization
of the Bedpost tool within the FSL framework, which is
used to estimate fibre orientations from diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance images. We report an overall speed-up
of up to 85x compared to the sequential counterpart version within FSL. This means, in practical terms, that our
approach reduces the execution time of Bedpost down to 17
minutes for a single subject.
Moreover, given the adequacy of GPUs for the optimization of Bedpost application, our next step will be the GPU
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Figure 4. Comparison of total execution time (in log scale) of Bedpost application in CPU, CPU with
four cores using the SGE software, and in GPU with image dimensions 128x128x47, 35 gradient
directions and modeling two and four fibres.

implementation of other tools included in FSL.
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